Specification 1

Please note: This is a sample program, where faults have been introduced manually. No need to verify java components logic (*For example: No need to check HTML editor functionality*).

Each bullet point corresponds to 1 requirement.

No need to cover anything else than the functionality mentioned below.

**Software-1 specifications:**

Tab 1 - **Koala** tab:

- Koala must be exactly the same when returning to the tab

Tab 2 - **Text editor** tab:

- Typed text must remain the same when returning to the tab (no additional formatting, no new text)
- HTML editor must contain elements shown on this picture:

```

```
- Selected text formatting setting must stay the same (On Windows 8 it is *Segeo UI*, on other operating systems select the default font which is displayed when launching software1.jar) when returning to the tab.

Tab 3 - **Lorem Ipsum** tab:

- Text length must stay the same when returning to the tab
- Textarea must have a context menu – activated by right click

Tab 4 - **Color picker** tab:

- Color Picker tab must be collapsible
- Selected color code must stay the same when returning to the tab (Default: white)